
 
 

Year 6            Term 3  2018                            Easton CE Academy 

Subject 7.1.19 14.1.19 21.1.19 28.1.19 4.2.19 11.2.19  

English Chess game 
immersion 

Chess game 
innovation 

Chess game 
invention 

How to play 
Wizard 
chess? 

How to play 
Wizard 
chess? 

How to play 
Wizard 
chess? 

 

Toolkit Focus: Suspense Toolkit Focus: Explanation 

Author of the 
term 

JK Rowling- Harry Potter and the Philosophers Stone 

Maths Time Length Mass and 
Volume 

Area, 
Perimeter 
and Volume 

Statistics Statistics  

NC outcomes– Measures 

 solve problems involving the calculation and conversion 
of units of measure, using decimal notation up to three 
decimal places where appropriate 

 use, read, write and convert between standard units, 
converting measurements of length, mass, volume and 
time from a smaller unit of measure to a larger unit, 

 and vice versa, using decimal notation to up to three 
decimal places 

 recognise that shapes with the same areas can have 
different perimeters and vice versa 

calculate the area of parallelograms and triangles 

NC outcomes–Statistics 

 interpret and construct pie charts and 
line graphs and use these to solve 
problems 

 calculate and interpret the mean as an 
average 

 

Science    How bright? 
Investigating 
and 
planning 

How bright? 
Testing and 
writing up 

  

NC outcomes  



 
 

To recognise from a diagram whether a circuit will work. 
To represent circuits with symbols. 
To plan how to investigate an idea by managing variables. 
To change components in a circuit and explain the patterns of change produced. 

Topic 
DT 

Stimulus and 
evaluating 
product 

Learn stitches 
Design 

Make product 
Evaluate 
product 

    

NC outcomes 
To evaluate products and identify criteria that can be used for their own designs. 
To know how to sew using a range of different stitches. 
To know that joining needs to be strong and secure. 
To produce drawings with labels to show what they intend to make. 
To evaluate their product against the specification. 

Computing      We are app 
planners 

 

NC outcomes 
To develop an awareness of the capabilities of smartphones and tablets. 
Understand GPS. 
Identify interesting, solvable problems. 
Evaluate competing products. 
Pitch a proposal for a smartphone or tablet app. 

PHSE Personal 
learning goals 

Steps to 
sucess 

Steps to 
success 

My dream for 
the world 

Helping to 
make a 
difference 

Recognising 
our 
achievement 

 

NC outcomes 
To know learning strengths and set challenging goals. 
Know the steps to take to achieve goals. 
To identify problems in the world and talk about them. 



 
 

To work with other people to make the world a better place. 

RE How do we express our beliefs and identity?  

Outcomes 

How do people express their beliefs, identity and experiences using signs, symbols and the wider arts, e.g. art, buildings, dance, 
drama, music, painting, poetry, ritual, and story? Why do some people of faith not use the arts to represent certain things? 

How and why are ‘universal’ symbols like colour, light, darkness, wind, sound, water, fire and silence used in religions and 
beliefs? 

Why are the arts really important for some religions and beliefs? 

How might I express my ideas, feelings and beliefs in a variety of different ways? 

PE Tag rugby 

NC outcomes 
Use different techniques for passing, controlling, dribbling and shooting the ball in games; apply basic 
principles of team play to keep possession of the ball; use marking, tackling and/or interception to improve 
their defence; play effectively as part of a team; know what position they are playing in and how to contribute 
when attacking and defending; plan practices and warm ups to get ready for playing safely; recognise their 
own and others’ strengths and weaknesses in games; suggest ideas that will improve performance. 

Special 
Events 

 Parents 
evening 
Tuesday and 
Thursday 

     

 


